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Study of muon-number-violating hyperon decays
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Muon-number-violating hyperon decays are discussed, first from a phenomenological point of
view and then considering some possible sources of muon-number violation. We show that branch-
ing ratios as large as of the order of 10~6 for the decays 1+-*py*e± and E°^-Afife± cannot be

ruled out. We note, however, that such branching ratios are unlikely, since they would require
muon-number-violating interactions of very special structure:

I. INTRODUCTION

In the minimal standard SU(2)L XU(1) gauge theory of
the electroweak interactions1 involving only a single Higgs
doublet, muon number is conserved if the neutrinos are
massless. For massive neutrinos the weak eigenstates and
the mass eigenstates of the neutrinos do not coincide in
general, resulting in muon-number violation (and in other
transitions between different lepton families). In the pres-
ence of only the three known lepton families the branch-
ing ratios of muon-number-violating processes (such as
^_>ey) fj,~N-*e~N,KL^f^ie) are orders of magnitude
below the present experimental limits.2'3 This is due to
the suppression factors mv2/mw2 present in the ampli-
tudes and the experimental limits on the neutrino masses.4
Larger branching ratios for muon-number-violating pro-
cesses are possible, however, in many theoretical schemes
that go beyond the minimal standard model. The possibil-
ities include existence of flavor-changing neutral gauge
bosons (for example, the gauge bosons associated with
horizontal gauge interactions,5 or the gauge bosons present
in extended hypercolor theories6), existence of flavor-
changing neutral Higgs bosons (in the standard model this
would require the presence of two or more Higgs dou-
blets7), composite models,8 muon-numberviolation medi-
ated by light leptoquarks (present in some grand unified
theories9 and in extended hypercolor theories6), muon-
number violation mediated by supersymmetric partners of
the usual SU(2)L XU(1) gauge bosons,'0 and existence of
new electroweak interactions.ll Large branching ratios
might result also in the minimal standard model if further
lepton families, involving heavier neutrinos, exist.

The relative size of the rates of various muon-number-
violating reactions depends on the mechanism of muon-
number violation, and on the model and its parameters.
This underlines the importance of searching for all possi-
ble muon-number-violating processes.

In this paper we investigate what information one could
obtain from experimental searches for muon-number-
violating decay modes of the usual octet hyperons,12 in
particular, as compared to the information provided by
muon-number-violating K decays.

In Sec. II we study the muon-number-violating hyperon
decays in a phenomenological framework, and consider

the constraints imposed on their branching ratios by the
available experimental information on muon-number-
violating K decays. In Sec. Ill we discuss the branching
ratios in the light of possible sources of muon-number
violation, suggested by current theories. In Sec. IV we
summarize our conclusions.

II. PHENOMENOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Considering only decay modes which do not involve
neutrinos and/or photons, and which contain no more
than three particles in the final state, the following
muon-number-violating, lepton-number- conserving decays
of 2±>0, A, and H*'0 are possible:

A-^ttfi^e- ,

E°^n^e±.

(la)

(lb)

(lc)

(Id)

(le)

(If)

(lg)

Analogous decay modes are possible for the antihyperons.
Wenote that none of the above decays conserve strange-
ness. The decays (If) and (lg) will not be considered in
the following, since the former has to compete with the
large 2°->Ay rate, and the latter requires a AS=2 effec-
tive quark current (and therefore is not expected in the
sameorder as the AS = ± 1 transitions).

As yet, no experimental limits have been set on the
branching ratios of (la)-(lg) or on the branching ratios of
the corresponding antihyperon decays. To give some per-
spective concerning present and future experimental possi-
bilities, we note that experiments carried out to search for
rare hyperon decays have so far been sensitive only to
branching ratios of the order of 10~6 or larger. Sensitivi-
ties to branching ratios of the order of 10~10-10~12 seem
to be the ultimate ones that one can contemplate in the
foreseeable future.

Some possible mechanisms for the decays (la)-(If) are
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shown on Fig. 1. Before considering these, we shall dis-
cuss the branching ratios of (la)-(le) in terms of effective
muon-number-violating interactions, represented by genr
eral four-fermion couplings. In what follows we shall
refer to a four-fermion coupling in which the quark bilin-
ear transforms as a vector, axial-vector, scalar, pseudosca-
lar and a tensor as a V-, A-, S-, P-, and T-type coupling,
respectively. Their contribution to the branching ratios of
a-+biJ.:fe± [a,6=spin-y baryons involved in (la)-(le)]
will be denoted at ^(a-^/i^e*) (k =V, A, S, P, or T).
Unlike K->fie decays which are sensitive only to A- and
P-type couplings, or AT->ir/xe decays to which only V-, S-,
or T"-type couplings contribute, muon-number-violating
hyperon decays receive contributions from couplings of all
types.

For our further discussion the following special cases
will be of particular interest: (1) an effective interaction
involving vector and axial-vector currents; (2) an effective
interaction constructed from scalar and pseudoscalar den-
sities; and (3) a tensor-type four-fermion coupling. With
the electron mass neglected, there are no interference
terms in the a-^-bfie rates between V- and ^4-type or S-
and P-type couplings.

In the following we shall quote the results only for
hyperon decays. The results for the corresponding decays
of antihyperons are the same since, neglecting corrections
of order a (and in the absence of important diagrams with

M(e)

(c)
(d)

FIG. 1. Possible contributions to the decays (la)-(If), (a)
Electroweak contribution; (b) contribution of a flavor-changing
gauge boson; (c) flavor-changing Higgs-boson contribution; (d)
leptoquark contribution.

absorptive parts, which we shall assume), the rates of
a->b(i eT and a->-0/j ' e are equal (.assuming i^ri in-
variance) to the rates of a->-&jii+e and a-^-bfi'
respectively.

.-+

A. V-and.^type couplings

The most general local nonderivative effective interaction for s -^d^e ± and I^-dfi^e - involving vector and axial-
vector currents is of the form13

G r,_.
HVtA=^-[erkii(gvvsY),d +gvvdyKs ) +eYKY5ii(gAVSYkd +gAvdY),s)

+eYkn(gvAsy\rf>d +gvAdYxr$) +erkr&(gAA*y}y5d H-f^y^y^)] + h.c. , (2)

where gJk and gjk (j9k -V,A) are constants measuring the strength of the couplings relative to G/Vl (G== Fermi
constant ~10~Vm/ ).

Neglecting the induced hadronic form factors (their effect is of the order of a few percent), the q2 dependence of the
form factors that remain (effects amounting at most about 10%), and the mass of the electron, the rates of the decays
a->-bfi~e + and a-*-b^i+e ~are given by14

3

Ha-»&/z~e +)=

and

T(a-^bn+e ~)=

1 92ir3

G2

1 92ir3

wo+mj,

2ma

wia +mj

( ma-mb)5[Kl?\Fl? \2( \gvv\2+ \gAV\2)+K[ Gba
,1 2(|^|2+|g^|2)] (3)

2ma
( ma-mb)5[k^IF?"|2( |gyyI2+ I^KI2)+/c5°IG\aI2( IgVA I2+ Ig^I2)] (4)

In Eqs. (3) and (4), ma and mb are the masses ofa and b, F^ and G?" are defined by the matrix elements

F?
(b(pl)\dyxs \a(p))=u(pl) 7ba

FTYx+
ma+mb

<v«p +
Ff

ma+mb
9k ua (p)

and

<b(p') \dyky$ \a(p))=u(p') baG?n+-
G ba

2

ma+mb
crxpiqp +

G ba
3

ma+mb
<! ), Ysua(p) ,

(5)

(6)
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respectively; q =p'-p. In the limit of SU(3) symmetry,
which we shall assume, the form factors Ff8 are related to
the Dirac form factors of the neutron and the proton, and
G?° are linear combinations of the symmetric and an-
tisymmetric reduced matrix elements F and D. The total
width of a, the values of ma-mb, and the form factors
F?" and G^ are listed in Table I. The quantities k'v and
$ are kinematic factors dependent on m^/^a +mb ) and
(ma-mb)/(ma +mb).15 Their values are given in Table
II.

The branching ratios can be written as

B VA(a^bfi-e+)=r^( \gw \ 2+ Sav

B V ,A\
> bii+e +

o-

+7A(\8VA\2+\gAA\2)

rv(\gw\2+\gAv\2)

+rAa( \gVA \2+ \gAA\2)

(7)

(8)

The constants y*? and Y*a > given in Table m> have been
evaluated using F=0.44 and D=0.81 (Ref. 16).

We observe that 5F>^(H-^2"/xe) and BV>A(E°
-+1°lie) are smaller by 2-3 orders of magnitude than the

TABLE I.
(3) and (4).

ma-mb,r(a-»all), and the form factors in Eqs.

a ^ b

2 - m b  r ( a - >-a l l )

(M e V )  (e V )
F ¥ba     G ?b a

2 + ^ p

A - * n

2 5 1 .0 8  8 .2 3 x l O ,- 6

1 7 6 .0 3  2 .5 0 x l O "

   F - D

( 3 / 2 ) 1 / 2  { 3 F + D ) / V 6

s  - > i d 1 2 3 .9 8  4 .0 1 x l O " - 1     - ( F + D )

5 - ^ A 1 9 9 .3   2 .2 7 X  1 0 "
- ( 3 / 2 ) 1/ 2  ( - 3 F + D ) / V 6

~ 0  > y O 1 2 2 .4  2 .2 7 X l O - 6 1 / -/ 2   ( F  + D ) / V i

aothers. This is due to the relatively small values of m,
-mbin E~'°->2~'°jue. From the remaining decays,

which all have comparable rates, 1+^-pjie and S° ->A/ze
(Ref. 17) are the better candidates for an experimental
study, since A-åºWjize requires the more demanding neu-
tron detection.

The only direct experimental information on the cou-
pling constants in Eq. (2) comes from searches for the de-
cays KL-+/j,e and K±-+Tr±ne. The contribution of (2) to
their branching ratios is given by18

B(KL^fi+e-)=B(KL^fi-e+)

1 \_nl~
rurx-Mdij.'Sr' "å *""" 1--

mu

mK*

( -)|2 (+) , ,-á"(-)I2^63.6( \gti)+iegbi) \ 2+ \g'A)+ieg(A-A) \ 2) ,

g&'+^iV+ kiS'Wi'i2)

(9)

B(K+-+Tr+u+e-)=B(K--+ir-[i-e+)=-\-B(K+^iTOfi+vll)( \ gvv \ 2+ \ gAv \

sinoq

~0.66( \gry\2+ \gAV\2) , (10)

and

B (K+- > ir+ii-e+)=B{K- >tt (x+e )-
s in20r

B (K- > A+vM)( grr\ +\8av\ )
sin20 c

~0.66(\gw\2+\gAV\ ) (ll)

where (adopting the Wu-Yang phase convention) KL
<~K2+eKu e~(2.3x lO-3)e/ir/4 (Ref. 19), å /JC~1.23m,
is the tf+^u+v^ decay constant,20 and 0C~O.22 is
the Cabibbo angle.16 The constants g|/+) and g{kf) W

.=VA,AA) are defined as

sJf+)=7<*w+&/> (kl=VA,AA)

and

g£r)=-yte/w-&/) (kl=VA,AA).

(12)

(13)

TABLE II. The kinematic factors *f (j = V,A,S,P,T) in Eqs. (3), (4), (43), (44), (86), and (87).

#
2 + - H ? 0 .6 8 1 2 .0 2 0 .6 7 2 0 .2 1 8 8 .1 0

A  - > w 0 .2 5 0 0 .7 4 7 0 .  2 4 9 0 .0 5 9 2 .9 9

E ~ - * 2 ~ 0 .0 1 1 0 .0 3 2 0 .0 1 1 l .o x i o - 0 .1 3 0

S -  ^ A 0 .3 9 5 1 . 1 8 0 . 3 9 3 0 .1 0 8 4 .7 2

- 0  , y Ou  r ^ d 8 .4 x  1 0 " 0 .0 2 5 8 .4 x l O " 7 .4 x  1 0 - 0 . 1 0 1
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TABLE III. The quantities appearing in Eqs. (7), (8)v(51), (52), (89), and (90).

(m s - m d )2r f    2-,*a( m s + m d )2Y f

a ^ -b r t? tf (M eV 2) (M e V 2) r f

2 + - 1 .4 x l O " 5 .5 x l O - 8 .4 x 1 0 5 .2 2 .2 x 10 -

A 一蠎ｫ 4 .5 x 1 0 " 6 .8 x l O " 1 .4 x l O 2 .0 2 .7 x 10 -

S - - ｻ.2 - 1 .6 x l O " 7 .3 x 1 0 - 2 .4 x 1 0 - 4 .O x 10 " 2 .9 x 10 -

= ・0 1 .5 x l O " 1 .3 x l O " 5 .9 x 1 0 5 .8 X lO " 5 .1 x l O "

= 0 1 .O X 1 0 - 6 4 .7 X 1 0 - 1.5 x lO " 2 .3 x l O - 1 .9 x IO " 5

The experimental limits 1. V-type couplings

-B(*:jr,^ue)expt<2xl0-9 (90% C.L.) (Ref. 21) , (14) For gVA =gAA=gvA =gAA=O we obtain from Eqs. (7),

B(K+-^Tr+n+e-)ewt<5xl0-9 (90% C.L.) (Ref. 22) ,

(15)

and
5(/i:+^ir+/i-e+)expt<7Xl0-9 (90% C.L.) (Ref. 22)

(16)

imply
,<+>_ T<-)|2 (+) ,(-)|2.\8va +iegvA

\gAv\2+\gw\2<&X10~9,

and

8av 2+IgwI2<10-8,

!-ll

respectively.
Let us consider the contributions of V- and.4-type cou-

plings separately.

(8), (10), and (ll) the relation

Bv(a^>-bn*e±)~l.5YlvBv(K+^nr+iJ.±e:f). (20)

Thus,

BvCL+-+p[j,:fe±)~(2Xl0-3)Bv(K+^TT+fi±e:i:) , (21)

Bv(Z°^Afi*e±)~(2X l0-3)Bv(K+-+ir+n±eT). (22)

The experimental limits (15) and (16) imply the bounds
[ignoring the small difference between the upper limits

/j7) (15) and (16) and using forboth thevalue (15)]

Bia-tbfi^e*) ^?. (23)

The bounds Q.'y are listed in Table IV. For 2+^?/ze and
5°-*Ajue they are

5(2+^^Te±) < 10-ll (24)

and

Bi^^A^e^K lO-ll. (25)

(18)

(19)

2. A'type couplings

Using the identities

\^+e)2\gjA \2+\{\-e?\gjA \2= \g^)+iegljI)\2+ \g(jJ)-ià¬g)t)\1 ij=V,A) ,

weobtain the sum rule

Y[BA(a-+bfi-e+)+BA(a^bn+e-)]~yAa[(l.6x l0-2)BA(KL^fie)+9. 1BA(Ks-+ne)] ,

(26)

(27)

relating the contributions of ^4-type couplings to the branching ratios of a -^b/x^e -, KL^>-fie, and Kg^yfie. The contri-
bution of (2) to B (Ks-^fie) is given by18

BA (Ks-+ite) = - 1
r(/s:c->all) 8tt

_/^2^, 2M_f__2
yj 111,1 '"KJK 1--

mL

mK

J-> ,<+>|2^

( ig^-i-^'r+ i^'-'^^' i^)

.<->^O.lH \g^-ieg'rr \ 2+ \g^'-ià¬g^ r<+>1^ (28)

TABLE IV. The upper bounds in Eqs. (23), (31), (37), (39), (70), (74), (80), and (81).

a - ^ b l l 'ba n ｻ a ・A ,  s fl * ft * op A n * "蝣P ,s

z + ^ p 1 .O x l O " 1 . 7 x  1 0 " 5 .O x  1 0 " 5 .7 X  1 0 " 2 .9 X l O " 8 .6 x  1 0 "

A  - >蝣ｫ 3 .4 x  1 0 " 2 . 1 x l O " 6 .2 x  1 0 - 6 9 .5 x  1 0 - 1 .1 x l O " 3 .3 x l O -

E ~ - > 2 ~ 1 .2 x  1 0 - 2 . 3 x  1 0 " 6 .7 x  1 0 - 8 1 .6 x l O - 2 .3 x  1 0 - 6 .6 x  1 0 "

= 0 l . i x i o - 4 .O x  1 0 " 1 .2 x  1 0 - 4 .O x  1 0 " 3 .3 x  1 0 1- 9 .6 x  1 0 "

- 0  . y O 7 .7 x  1 0 " 1 . 5 x l O - 1 6 4 .3 x l O " 1 .O x  1 0 " 1 .3 x l O " 3 ,8 x  1 0 "
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No experimental limit has been set so far on B(Ks^^e). BA(a^>-biJ,~e+)=BA(a-^biJ.+e~)<(6xl0''6)y^ , (34)
In the following we shall use

sothat
*(*s-^)expt<10-3, (29) ^(2+^-e+)=^(2+^+e-)<3xl0-9 (35)

which is consistent with the lifetime of Ks and with data
on its partial decay rates. The limit (29) implies

?k^ -tegvA I +I£a4 -^eg^4 I <yxlU

and

(30) ^(E0^AM-e+)=^(E°-+A/i+e-)<8xl0-10. (36)

In modelswherethe contributionofB(*T5-+Me)in Eq. ^^^^^^Jl^^^^^^^'
cuuiu dc larger. using uic mini \^.y>, jcq. \ld yicius

\[BA(a->bli-e+)+BA(a-+bn+e-)]<Q.%. (37)

le upper bounds fi^ are listed in Table IV.
Observing that the limits ( 14) and (29) imply

1-6w*°

(27) can be neglected we have

}[BA(a->bti-e+)+BA(a-+bn+e-)]<n%, , (31)

where il^i are given in Table IV. In particular,12

(32) \BA(a-+bfi-e+)-BA(a^bfi+e-)\ <(2xlO-6)y% ,

and (38)

y[^(S0-^A/x-e+)+^(E0-^AM+e-)] <4x l0-15.

(33)

An example is the case when gjk =gjk ijk~VA,AA), since
then

B(Ks^fie)= \ e \ 2[r(KL^ne)/r(Ks-+iJ.e)] <2X lO-17.

F°r?fc/ = -Su W=VA,AA)one would have

B(KL^iie)= | e | 2T(Ks^fie)/r(KL^all) ,

implying B(Ks^/j.e) <7X 10~7. Equation (27) yields in
this case

and also that fl^u »(W )Ya > Eq. (37) can be rewritten

as

^ba
BAa-^b^e ^ KilZ

Thus ,

B a& +PH*e±)<5Xl0 1-6

and
5 /4 (H°->A/i;Fe±) < 10 -6

(39)

(40)

(41)

B. S- and P-type couplings

The most general coupling is of the form

HStp=^[eii(gssId +gssds ) +e iy5ii(gpSsd +gpSds) +efi(gSpTiy5d +gSpdiY5s)

+e iy5fi(gPpFiy5d +gpPdiy5s)] + H.c. (42)

The Hamiltonian (42) gives rise to a ^-bfiTe ~with rates

n c- ybfj,-e +)=
1 92i7J

ma+mb
2mn ma-mby

J>?I pba|2,*Fl^"l2(|tol2+lto|2)

+ Kbp° ma-mb
ma+mb

7ba ispI +\8ppI )

and

(43)

r(a^bfi+e~)=
G 2 m a  + m b

2 m a1  9 2 7 T 3 (ma-mbr
.ba

KS
7ba | 2,

g ss + gps
7? I2\

+/# ma-mb
ma+mb

7&»I2/ \s-Fp'\2( \gSp\2+ \gpP\2) (44)
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where Kv and kp are kinematic factors, analogous to Kby

and k^, dependent on m^/ (ma+mb) and
(ma-mb)/(ma+mb). They are listed in Table II.24
The form factors Ff0 and F$* are defined by

{b \ds \a)=ubF^u,

and

(b |diy$ |a)=ubFp iy5ul

(45)

(46)

They can be expressed in terms of F^" and G?° using the
relations

dx
a ,t

\ayxs)=nmd-ms)as ,

dx
a ,t

KaYxY5S)=Kms+md)aiY^ ,

(47)

(48)

•Ebaln2,_ m<' +mb nbgin2
JW)=

ms+md
GT(ql)

m"+m"n^2
n^s Jrmd

aiql

b-a(»1\

1+
Gf{q

1+-

(ma+mb)2 G^(q2

G?°(0)

mKz-ql GTiq2)

(50)

To obtain the last line in Eq. (50) we used the PCAC (par-
tial conservation of axial-vector current) relation

ba,G?(q2)~[(ma +mb )2/(rnK2-q2)]G'?'(0)

The branching ratios of a -+b[j, e- are given by

B(a-^bfi-e+)=r^( \gss \2+ \gPS \2)

+Ylp( \gpp\2+ \gsp\2) > (51)

B(a^bn+e-)=yf( |g3s |2+ |gPS \2)

+r'p( \gpp\2+ \gsp\2) å  (52)

where ms and md are the current masses ofs and d. One
obtains

*?V)=
ms-md

and

•Ek>{~2\

1--
Ff(q

<ba<»2\
ma2-mb2F^(q

(49 )

The constants Ys'(ms -md)2 and yftims+mj)2, which
are independent of the quark masses, are given in Table
III. In calculating yj* we have neglected the F3-
dependent term in Eq. (49).25 As expected, also in this
case the branching ratios of E~'°-i-1,~'ofie are suppressed
relative to the others by 2-3 orders of magnitude. The
contribution of (42) to B (KL -^fie) and B (K±^-ir±fie) is
given by18

B (KL-*/x+e -)=B(KL ^fi~e +)

1 1
r(KL^all) 8ir

G 2m if1mKJK 1--
m,

mK

mK

ms+md
Si' +'à¬£sp I +Ife5 +Je?pp I )

~(3.5XlO8)(ms+md)-2 MeV2( |g^'+/^) | 2+ igpP+^g^ \ 2) (53)

B (Ks-+(i+e -)=B(Ks- *\i e+)

1 1 y-,7. 1r1

r(is:s-all) 8ir
G 2m if2mKJK 1-

m,,

mK

mK

ms+md
(\Ssp -tegsp I +\8pp -là¬gpp I >

~(6xlO5)(m,+md)-2 MeV2( ig^ -iegkP | 2+ Igj-F-iW I 2) , (54)

B (K+- y v+li+e -)=B(K- >ir fi e+)= 1 2_.2mK \fs\2s( \gss\2+ \gps\2)
r(AT+-^all) 32ir3

~aAXlO*)(ms-mdr2 MeV2( \gss \ 2+ \gPS \ 2) (55)

and

B (K+- > Tr+{i-e+ )=B (K- vn fi+e )= 1
2á" __2
mK

1/5
&7s |2+ ISi>s |2>

T(K+^al\) 32-rr3

~(7AXlO4)(ms-md)-2 MeV2( \gss \ 2+ \gPS \ 2) (56)
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The coupling constants gpp and gsp are defined in the
same way as g^' and g^A , i-e-,

! (-) ;~l+> 2,| gSi> -tegsp + gpp '-iegpp,(+>I2

giu+)=Mgki+8u) (kl =SP,PP) ,

gir^^iSki-Ski) (kl =SP,PP).

(57)

(58)

The quantity fs in Eqs. (55) and (56) is the form factor as-
sociated with the K+^-v+ matrix element of the scalar
quark density [(v+ \sd \K+)=mKfs(q2)] and is given

by

fs(q2)=
m2-m^2

2>_. -fsd(n2)
J +^1

,ms-md)mK '

X 1-
f^(q')

mr2-mK2ft(q2)
(59)

where the form factors /+ (g2) and f^iq2) are defined as

W+(pv) \snd \K+(pK))

=[f+(q2)(PK+Pirh+f-(<l2)(PK-pM å  (60)

We have taken /+ (q2)~f+ (0), used the SU(3)-symmetric
value /+ (0) = l, and neglected the /^ (#2)-dependent term
in Eq. (59).26

The quantity./" in Eqs. (55) and (56) is a phase-space
integral :

s =L -(x2-mn2)U2dx
£7x -*+»v2/2m*

~5.7x lO5 MeV3 (61)

(2?n?ax ^ maximum energy of the pion; mM= muonmass).
The experimental limits (14), (29), (15), and (16) imply27

<6xlO-18(ms+m(i)2 MeV~2 , (62)

<2XlO~9(ms+mdr MeV -2 (63)

g ps I2+ Igss I2<7X10-14(m^md)2 MeV
-

2 (64)

and

|&sr+|&s|2<10-13(m,-m^MeV-2. (65)

Weshall consider now the special cases of pure 5-type
and pure P-type couplings.

/. S-type couplings

From Eqs. (51), (52), (55), and (56) it follows that

Bs(a-^bn-e+)~(lAx lO-5 MeV-2)(ms-md)2

Xy^BsiK+^TT+n+e-) ,

Bs(a^bii+e-)~(lAX l0-5 MeV-2)(ms-md)2

Xy¥Bs(K+-+ir+(i-e + ).

In particular,

JBs(2+-»/>/iTe ±)^10-35s(tf+^ir+Ai±e T)

and

5s(S°^A/xTe ± )^(8x 10-4)5s(Jfi:+^i7+/i±e T ).

(66)

(67)

(68)

(69)

Equations (66) and (67) and the experimental limits (15)
and (16) lead to the bounds [ignoring again the small
difference between (15) and (16)]

Bs(a-+bit:Fe±) £ Cl£

(cf. Table IV). Thus,

5s(2+->p/xTe±) <6x lO-12 ,

5s(E°^A/iTe±) <4X lO-12.

(70)

(71)

(72)

2. P-type couplings

The sum rule analogous to (27) is in this case

\[BP{a-^bfi'e +)+BP(a-+bn+e ~)]

_r^(mi +m</)2[(2.8X lO-9 MeV-2)BP(KL ^(xe)+( 1.7X lO-6 MeV-2)BP(Ks^fie)]. (73)

If the term in (73) involving BP(Ks^fj,e) can be neglect- j[BP(Z0-^Afj.-e+)+BP(Z0-+Afi+e-)] <3X 10 18.

ed, as is the case, for example, when gw=gw
(kl =SP,PP), we have

± [BP(a^bfi-e + )+Bp(a ->bfj,+e -)] < nbap,i

(76)

(74) For gM- -gkl (kl =SP,PP) the experimental limit (14)
/

£•E-rui Tin T7 t+ a-o a c ^n j implies5(Ks-+iie)<1X1CT7,sothat
(cf. Table IV). For2+-åºp/ie and s?^>A[ie Eq. (74) reads ^ a ^ ~

±[BP(2.+^pfi-e+)+BPa+^pn+e-)] < 3x l0 -17

(75)

BP{a->bfi~e+)=Bp(a->bfi+e )

< 10-l2yP(ms+md)2. (77)
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For 2,+-+p[ie and 5°-åºA/ze (77) gives

BPC2+-+piJ,-e +)=Bp(2l+^p(J,+e - ) < 6x l0-12

and

Bp(Z°^-AiJ,-e+)=Bp(Eo-*An+e-) <6X lO

,+o-\

-13

In general the limit (29) applies, leading to
^baj -[BP{a^bfi-e + )+Bp(a- >bp+e-)] <Q,[

(cf. Table IV), and therefore

since the experimental limits ( 14) and (29) imply

(78)

(79)

(80)

(81)

\ BP(a^>-bix e'r)-Jip(a^bfj,~re~

<(4X1O-13 MeV-2)ybPa(ms+md)2 , (82)

and because

^s »(2X l0-13 MeV-2)ybPa(ms +md)2.

The bounds for Bpa+^-p^e*) and BP(E0^A[j,:fe±)

are

BPCL+- >/;M:Fe±) <9x l0-9

and

BP(E°^An:fe±) < l0 -9

(83)

(84)

C. 7"-type couplings

The general effective Hamiltonian is of the form

HT=^ [ea^(gTT^a^d +gTTda^s) +eaKviy5fi(gTTsakr>d +g 'TTd(Tlr's)] + n. c.

Neglecting the induced form factors, the a -+b[ie rates corresponding to (85) are
13

F T(a- *bn~e+)=

r T{a -fbfi +e~)=

92ttj

G2

1 92-n-3

ma-\-mb

1m

ma+mb

(ma - mb )5KbTa \ T ?\2(\gTT\ Stt

2ma
5^ba | rpba | 2,

m ,
-

mb)kt li I ( gTT| + g 'rr 2).

(85)

(86)

(87)

The kinematic factors Kj [dependent on m^/ima +mi,)
and (ma-mb)/(ma+mb)] are given in Table II.28 The
form factor T^1 is defined by

(Hp')\d*tf \a(p))=u(p')(T?aKv+ å  å  å  )u(p).

The branching ratios can be written as

BT(a-^bfi-e+)=r^( \gTT \2+ WttI2) ,

+o-1=i/fe1r I5"á".I2-L IoL~I2V

(88)

(89)

(90)B Aa- > bfi+e -)=yf( g rr\'z+ \g'i
TT

An estimate29 of Tj" using the MIT bag model gives
approximately T^^G^0. yj calculated with these values
are shown in Table II.

The contribution of the interaction (85) to B (K->-7r(ie)
is

BT(K+^Tr+n+e ~)

=BT(K~å 7T /i e+)

=(4.6X10-2)|/r|2( |grr I2+ \s'ttI (91)

where the form factor fT is defined as'

fr

,30

<ir+ | so*d \ K+(pK)) =^-(plpl-plpxw) (92)
mK

B (K±-yir±ii¥e±) is given by the same expression, except
for gTT-+gTT, g'rr-^g 'rr. It follows that

>JTBT(a-^b^e ±)~22 BT(K+
\ jTI

>ir+/j, ±e (93)

For 2+ ->-piJ,e and E°->A/ze we obtain

BT(2+-+pfM:fe ± )~
+,,±o*\( 5 X lO-2)JBrUs:+- >Tt+H ±e

\fr

\M2

(94)

(95)

No estimate is available for fT. Equations (94) and (95)
show that unless fT<0.2 (fT<0A), K-^ir/xe is more
sensitive to a T-type coupling than 2+ ->p/j,e ( E°->-Ajue).

This ends our discussion of the phenomenological as-
pects of muon-number-violating hyperon decays. The
main conclusions can be summarized as follows.

( 1) For given coupling constants the branching ratios of
2+->p[ie, E°->-A/ze, and A^-nfie are comparable and
about 2-3 orders of magnitude larger than the branching
ratios of S~-^"/ie and E°^1°fie. Thus, the best can-
didates for an experimental search appear to be the decays
~2+->-pfie and E°-+A/j,e.

(2) For a F-type or an 5-type interaction the branching
ratios of 2+-*Jp/ze and H°->A/xe could be as large as
10~n. The decays K^-ir/ie are, however, more sensitive
to these types of couplings by 3 orders of magnitude.

(3) B (1.+^>-pfie) and.B (E0->A/ze) due to an ,4-type in-
teraction for which r(Ks->-iJ,e) < T(KL -^^ie) cannot be
larger than a few times 10~14. For a general ^4-type in-
teraction branching ratios of the order of 10~6 for
2+->p\ie and H°-*Afie, though unlikely,23 cannot be
ruled out. The decay Ks->iie is more sensitive than
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2+-ypfie and 5°->A^e by a factor of 102 and 103,

respectively, but at a certain level of experimental sensi-
tivity l.+->-pne and/or E°->-A^e may be more accessible.
 (4) For a P-type interaction 2?(2+->-/?jue) and
B (E°-*Afie) are negligible if UKs^iie) < T(KL -+ne).
For a general P-type interaction B (2+ ->p/xe) of the order
of 10"~8 and B(E°-+A[ie) of the order of 10~9, though
unlikely,23 cannot be ruled out. However, in this case the
decay Ks-+iie is more sensitive than 1+^pjxe and
E0-^-A/j,e by a factor of 105 and 106, respectively.
 (5) For a tensor-type interaction the upper bounds on
B(1+->pp,e) and B(E°->Afie) depend on the unknown
ratio of the form factors 7f and fT [cf. Eq. (93)]. With
rf-Gf (Ref. 29), BCL+^-pfie) [B(E°-^Afie)] would
be more sensitive to these couplings than B {K±-^-ir±iie)

if/r <0.2 (/r <0.1).
 A tensor term is expected at the tree level only from
spin-0 leptoquark exchange (cf. Sec. III). The correspond-
ing constants gjr and g'jr are related in this case to the
coupling constants of scalar-type terms. As a conse-
quence, the upper bounds on B {a->-b[ie), which follow
from B(K-+iT[ie)exvt, are independent of the form factor
fT-
 We note that if A- and P-type couplings appear simul-
taneously, the constraints on their strength might be
weaker [and consequently the upper bounds on
B(a-*bjie) less stringent] than for pure A-type or pure
P-type interactions, in view of the possibility of cancella-
tions in the KL ^>-fie and/or Ks-*/Ae amplitudes. On the
other hand, inspection shows that the upper bounds on the
strength of pure S, V, and T couplings from K+^ir+iie
decays increase by not more than a factor of 5 if these
couplings appear simultaneously.

  III. THEORETICAL POSSIBILITIES FOR a -+b\ie

    A. a -^-bfie in the minimal standard model

 The transition sd^-fie is described in lowest order by
diagram (a) in Fig. 1. The corresponding effective interac-
tion is of the form (2) with (assuming that mw is the larg-
est mass in the model2)

Sw^ 2 -rT7* Gmilu*UliVdjKjlå <**»*«/) -  (96)

*vr- 2 -r4-^Gmi2UeiU;iV*
djVSjI(evi,eqj) , (97)
   j,i=\ 4irv2

Saa= -gvA = -gAV=8w >           (98)

8AA=SVA=-%AV=%Wå  (99)

In Eqs. (96) and (97), Ueh U^ (VdJ,VsJ) are elements of
the lepton (quark) mixing matrix, relating the weak and
the mass eigenstates; m,- are the neutrino masses. The
quantities I{evi,6gj ) are functions of evi =mi2/mw1 and
à¬qj=mq2/m w2; n is the number of fermion generations.

In the presence of only the three known fermion genera-
tions the largest possible neutrino mass is given by the
upper limit of 250 MeV for m3 (Ref. 4). Using the con-

straint | tfe3E/*3 | <1(T2 valid for 35 MeV<w3<300
MeV (Ref. 31), and taking mf~30-40 GeV we obtain

ISwI=18wI<10 9>

implying negligible branching ratios

B(a-+bii-e+)=B(a^b/j,+e-)

(100)

ba ,.ba\
<(2xio-18)(r~+r~ (101)

B{a-+bn*e±) might be larger in the standard model if
further generations involving heavier neutrinos are
present. However, as the relations (98) and (99) remain
valid, the decays K±^nr±fie are the better probes, Eqs.
(7), (8), (10), (ll), and (15) implying

B(a-*biA+e-)=B(a->b[j,-e+)

~1.5(ybva+YlZ')B (K+->Tr+ii+e - )

-9\{«,bgM\<(8xio-y)(rK+r7 (102)

Coherent \i~-*e conversion in nuclei is likely to be an
even more sensitive process in this model.32

B. Extended electroweak models

An example is a gauge theory of the electroweak in-
teractions based on SU(2)L XSU(2)^ XU(1). In some ver-
sion of these models muon-number-violating processes
may have large rates even without the existence of further
families of leptons, due to the presence of heavy right-
handed neutrinos.ll The dominant diagram for sd ^-e/j. is
expected to be the same as diagram (a) in Fig. 1, but with
right-handed rather than left-handed gauge bosons. The
resulting effective interaction is then of the form (2), with

(103)Saa =Sva=Sav=Sw

and

(104)Saa=8va =Sav=Sw>

so that the bound (102) holds.

C. Flavor-changing neutral-gauge-boson exchange
[diagram (b) in Fig. 1]

An important example is flavor-changing gauge bosons
associated with possible horizontal gauge symmetries.5
Horizontal gauge symmetries are invoked to distinguish
the different fermion generations and also to attempt to
reduce the large number of undetermined parameters
(masses, mixing angles, the CP-violating phase angle) in
the standard model.

The simplest possibility is horizontal interactions
governed by a U(l) gauge group.33 The associated gauge
boson Y^ is Hermitian and in the general case couples to
the lepton and quark mass eigenstates as34

+crvJiYXe+(jAJiYxr5e +pveYxe+ å å å )Yk

+H.c. , (105)

where gh is the horizontal gauge coupling constant and
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the quantities 0V, PA,... , depend on the U(l) quantum-
number assignments and on the various mixing angles and
phase parameters. The interaction ( 105) conserves flavor
in the absence of generation mixing.

The Lagrangian ( 105) leads to an effective four-fermion
interaction [assuming mY2»(ma -mb)2] of the form (2),

with

**=:7r-ZTff*& (i=M;k=v,A), (106)
mh'

*/fc=J0-^Tff;/3* (j=v,A; k=v,A)
G

( 107)

"V
where mh is the mass of the horizontal gauge boson.

If the quark-Y couplings conserve CP (i.e., if
fSy,l5A,..., are real), we have gjk=gjk and therefore
BA(a^b\ie) obeys Eq. (31). By(a^-bne), of course, is
given by Eq. (20).

In the general case we have from Eqs. (106) and (107)
gjk=e gjk> where <f>k is the phase of f$k- For
0fe=i7-/2,3i7-/2 one would have gjA = -gjA (j = V,A), so
that the bounds (34)-(36) apply. The constraint on
B (Ks->/j,e) from B (KL -*^e)expt would be the weakest for
cot0=lme, in which case the upper bounds for
BA(a^>-bfie) are twice the values given in (34).

It is important to note that the couplings in (105) re-
quired for the existence of KLtS-^-^ie and K ±-^Tr±fie con-
tribute also to the KL-KS mass difference Am£, and in
general also to the CP-violating Kx -K2 mixing parameter
e, resulting in severe constraints on the KL S^/J,e and
#*-åº?r±/ze branching ratios.35 Barring cancellations
among various contributions to AmK, large rates for these
decays are possible only if the ratios of the effective Y-
quark to F-lepton couplings are small. For example, in
the CP-invariant case B (KL -+pe) and B (^±^-ir±/xe) can
be as large as the experimental upper limits (14) and (15)
onlyif

lA, l~3xio-3(j<rKr+ l^ r)2^1/2

and
|)SK|^10-4(|aK|2+|^ |2)1/2,

respectively; similarly 5 CRTs-åº/*<?)~7 X lO"7 would re-
quire

/2Im^|~5X10-6(|av|2+|aA\z)

(Ref. 34).

In models based on non-Abelian horizontal gauge
groups36 the horizontal bosons can have flavor-changing
couplings even in the absence of generation mixing.37 In
the limit of equal gauge-boson masses and of no genera-
tion mixing, the processes a-vft/z~e+, a->bn+e~, and
k ±-+w±fi-e :f; which are generation-number conserving,
are allowed, while generation-number-nonconserving pro-
cesses, such as a->bfi+e~, a^bfi~e+, K--^tt~h e~,
and the K°^>-Ko transition amplitude, are forbidden.38
Thus, if generation-number conservation is broken only
weakly, one expects gjk «gjk (j,k = V,A) and consequent-
ly. B(a^bfi+e-)«B(a-+bti-e+) and gj/'-zg]/'

(j =V,A). From the sum rule (27) we then obtain

BA(a^bii+e-)«BA(a-+bii-e+)<4a.%l. (108)

On the other hand, if generation-number conservation is
strongly violated, but only by large mixing angles in the
leptonic sector, B(a-+bfi+e~) and B(a^b(i~e+) could
be comparable and at the same timejhe contribution of
the horizontal interactions to the K°-K ° amplitude would
remain suppressed. As a consequence, B(a-+bfie) as
large as the bounds O^s are then not ruled out.

Flavor-changing neutral color-singlet gauge bosons are
present also in extended hypercolor theories.6 The effec-
tive AS= 1 muon-number-violating interactions they give
rise to are of the form (2). Unlike the horizontal gauge
bosons discussed above, these gauge bosons are con-
strained to be light [enough to cause observable effects in
KLS^fie, K^iTfie (Ref. 39)] by the requirement that
they generate the masses of ordinary fermions.

D. Flavor-changing neutral-Higgs-boson exchange
[diagram (c) in Fig. 1]

In the standard SU(2)i XU(l) model with only one
Higgs doublet the Higgs meson couples to fermions
through scalar densities and the couplings conserve flavor.
In the presence of two or more Higgs doublets the neutral
Higgs bosons have in general also flavor-changing cou-
plings to fermions,7 and both scalar and pseudoscalar cou-
plings occur.

The most general coupling of a Hermitian Higgs field <f>
to (sd) and (fie) is of the form

LH=(fspe+fpfHy5e+fs'sd +fPtiy5d)(l>+Il.c. (109)

The exhange of the Higgs boson leads to an effective in-
teraction of the form (42) [assuming mH2»(ma -mb)2],

with

8jk =
i/2 /;7*

mH*
(j,k =S,P) ,

* ffl*
Jk~Vlf]

gjk=-
mH

(j,k =S,P)

(1 10)

(Ill)

It follows that gjk =e2i%k, where i> is the phase offk".
The contribution of S-type couplings to B(a^-bfie) is

constrained by fltK^-nrV) [cf. Eqs. (66) and (67)].^If
the Higgs-quark couplings conserve CP, we have gjk =gjk,
and consequently the bound (74) applies for BP(a -fb^e).
The weakest constraint on BP(Ks->-fie) and thus on
Bp(a ^bfie) is obtained for cot^=Ime. the correspond-
ing upper bound on BP(a-^>-bfie) is twice the value of the
bound in Eq. (77).

In the presence of several neutral flavor-changing Higgs
bosons Bp(a-^-bfie) could be as large as ft^ [cf. Eq.
(81)]. However, one must bear in mind that BP(Ks-+fie)
is larger than BPCL+^-piie) and 5P(S°^-AJue) by about
factors of 105 and 106, respectively. It should be noted
that, as in the case of flavor-changing gauge-boson ex-
change, the experimental values of AmK and e impose
severe constraints on the branching ratios of KL S^>}ie
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and K±-+ir±fj,e. 18'41 Large rates for these decays are pos-
sible only if the ratios of the effective quark-Higgs-boson
to lepton-Higgs-boson couplings are small, or if cancella-
tions occur among the various contributions to the K°-K °

amplitude.
Further contributions come in general from charged

Higgs bosons [diagram (a) in Fig. 1, with the W's replaced
by charged Higgs bosons]. In the standard model with
two (or more) Higgs doublets the corresponding effective
interaction is of the form (2), with gw=gAV--Sva
=-gAA,gw=gAV=-gvA=-gAA«*£å  42). Conse-

quently B (a-^b/i^e*) satisfy the bounds (102).

E. Leptoquark exchange [diagram (d) in Fig. 1]

Leptoquarks appear in theories which unify the strong
and the flavor interactions, and also in extended hyper-
color theories. In extended hypercolor theories6 and also
in some classes of grand unified theories9 they are suffi-
ciently light to cause observable effects in some rare de-
cays. Strangeness-changing processes mediated by lepto-
quarks are not constrained significantly by the KL-KS
mass difference,43 since in lowest order leptoquark ex-
change does not generate a nonleptonic interaction. Both
spin-1 and spin-0 leptoquarks occur.

1. Spin-1 leptoquarks

The most general four-fermion interaction involving s, d, e, and fx, resulting from the exhange of a spin- 1 leptoquark
(LQ) is of the form (assuming mLQ2»ma2)

HLQ=^(fvysr^ey^d +fwdyx^yh +fAv*Yxr&erXd +fAydY},Y5^eyKs +fVAsnfieyky5d

+fvA dY),tierKY5s +fAATyx,Y5fieYXy5d +fAAdYj,r5^er y5s) + H.c. (112)

Rearrangement of the fermion fields by a Fierz transformation leads to an effective interaction represented by the sum
of the Hamiltonians (2) and (42), in which

gW=gAA> gW=8AA> gVA=8AV> gVA=gAV> gPP=gSS> gPP=gSS> gSP~-gPS> gSP-~gPS

As a consequence, the branching ratio for a -+bfi~e + is given by

(113)

B(a^bti-e+)=(Yl?+r*t)( \gw\2+ \SavI2)+(Ys'+r'p )( \gss \2+ \gps \2)

+interference terms between ( V,A ) and {S,P) couplings. (114)

The same expression holds for a-+bn+e with the re-
placement gik ^-gjk -

Inspection of the expression for B (K-^-Tr-fie) shows
that the effect of the simultaneous presence of F-type and
S -type couplings is only an increase of the upper bounds

lar and pseudoscalar, rather than vector and axial-vector
densities. The Fierz-transformed form is the sum of the
Hamiltonians (2), (42), and (85), with

Saa=-iw>8aa=-gw>
(18), (19), (64), and (65) by a factor of about 2. As the in-
terference terms in (1 14) are not likely to change the order
of magnitude of B (a->b(j,e), we expect from the experi-
mental limit (15) on B(K+^-ir+fie) (using ms+md

gVA=-gAV>SVA=-8AV»

~ms-md)

5(2+->/)^e) < 5X lO

5(S°-+A/ie) <4X lO

-n
-ll

(115)

(116)

8pp=8ss> Bpp=8ss >

gsp=ips> gsp-gps >

irr=gss> 8tt=8ss

2. Spin-0 leptoquarks , . ~, .-
grr=igps, g rr=igps

The effective interaction arising from spin-0 leptoquark
exchange is analogous to (112), but constructed from sea- Hence,

I

B{a^bli-e+)=(y'$+Yb?)( \gw\1+ \gAv\2)+(yf+ylp +r> \gss \2+ \gps \2)

-(-interference terms among ( V,A) (S,P), and (D couplings.

(117)

(118)
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B(a-f-b/j,+e ) is given by the same expression, but with
gjk^-gjk- As already mentioned at the end of Sec. II, in-
spection shows that the
'+- gAV I

la
\gyv\2+ \Sav

upperI2
bounds on

gss \2+ \gps

'ss

\8w\'

\ and
+ I gps I"1 in the simultaneous presence of S, V, and

T couplings are not larger than those for pure S- and V-
type couplings by more than a factor of 5. Using
Tx ~G?" (cf. Sec. II), ms=150 MeV and md~7.5 MeV
(Ref. 27), we obtain

5(2+^p/xe) < 10-10

B(E°^Afie) <9x W -ll

(119)

(12G)

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Our results based on phenomenology were summarized
at the end of Sec. II. We found that our present
knowledge of strangeness-changing muon-number-
violating couplings, provided by K decays, does not ex-
clude branching ratios for 2l+-^-p(iTe ± and E^A/i^e-
as large as of the order of 10~6. Branching ratios of this
size would require an axial-vector-type interaction with
gjA+8jA=O(egjA) (j=V and/or A, |e|~2.3X10"3),
in addition to sufficiently large values of gjA
[for gjA+gjA=O B(KL->fie)e%pt already constrains
BC2+-+pLie) and B(E°-^Afie) to be less than about
10~9]. Among the possible sources of muon-number
violation we considered, interactions of this structure
could arise only from horizontal interactions governed by
non-Abelian gauge groups, or from the exchange of
color-singlet gauge bosons of extended hypercolor
schemes. The relation gjA+gjA=O(egjA) does not, of
course, follow naturally in any model, and would have to
be therefore regarded as accidental. We note also that if
BAa+^piie)~(5 x l0-6)y (and therefore BA(Z°^Ane)
~10-6j;), one would have BA(Ks^-iJ,e)~10-3y for
10~7<:.y<l [cf. Eq. (27)]. The upper bounds on
B(,l.~r-*pLie) and J5(E°^A)iie) in models with a U(D-

type horizontal gauge symmetry are of the order of
io-8-io-9.

A pseudoscalar-type interaction with gjp-\-gjp
-O(egjp), j=S and/or P, which might (in principle)
arise in models with several neutral flavor-changing Higgs
bosons, could lead to B(1+^>-piie) and B(E°-^A^e) of
the order of 10~8 and 10~9, respectively. If
5(2+-*^/ie)~10~V [and therefore 5(E°->.Ajue)
~10~9y], one would have BP(Ks^-pe)~10-3y for 10~8
<^<1.

In the standard model and in the
SU(2)L XSU(2)* XU(1) model with heavy right-handed
neutrinos the V- and ^4-type couplings in the effective
muon-number-violating interaction have the same
strength. Among the AS= 1 muon-number-violating pro-
cesses the decays K±->/rr±fj,e are the best probes in such
situations. This is so also for scalar-type couplings, which
could arise, e.g., from neutral-Higgs-boson exchange. The
decays K^nrfie are also the best probes of A5= 1 muon-
number-violating couplings generated by spin- 1 or spin-0
leptoquarks.

We note that if both neutral gauge bosons and neutral
Higgs bosons would contribute, larger values than quoted
above for the contribution of axial-vector-type and
pseudoscalar-type couplings to B(^,+^pfie) and
5(H°-yAfie) cannot be excluded, since cancellations
might occur in the KL -*[ie and/or Ks->-fi.e amplitudes.
Finally, in the unlikely event that a-+biie is mediated by
a light boson of mass comparable to a value of the magni-
tude of the four-momentum it can carry, the ratios
B(a-^-bfie)/ B(KLtS^fie), and possibly also the ratios
B (a->bfie)/ B {K±^nr±[ie), would be enhanced relative
to those obtained for local four-fermion couplings.
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